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CHAPTER

1

Installing

1.1 System requirements
OpenRCT2 should be able to run on almost every computer made in the last five years, and probably even older
computers. An important thing to consider is that the game will use the native resolution of your monitor by default.
If you run into performance problems, try lowering the used resolution in the Options window (this requires regular
fullscreen mode) or resizing the window if you use windowed mode.
OpenRCT2 needs about 250 MB of disk space, including the required files from RollerCoaster Tycoon 2. You will
need additional disk space for your own scenarios, saved games and custom objects. A saved game can take between
500 kB and 7 MB, depending on the amount of custom objects. In general, having 1 GB or more of free disk space is
recommended.
OpenRCT2 needs about 500 MB of free RAM. If your system is equipped with 2 GB of RAM or more, it should be
sufficient, though 1.5 GB or less might also work.
Since OpenRCT2 runs in software rendering mode (by default), the CPU is much more heavily used than the GPU. A
simple video chip will be sufficient. An OpenGL mode is also available in the Options window.

1.1.1 Operating system
Currently, OpenRCT2 runs on Windows, macOS, Linux, FreeBSD, OpenBSD and NetBSD. There is also an experimental Android port.
• Windows: Vista or higher
• macOS: 10.13 (High Sierra) or higher
• Linux: confirmed to work on Ubuntu (18.04 and higher) and Arch, but you should be able to compile it on any
modern distribution. The goal is to eventually have OpenRCT2 in the repositories of many distributions.
• FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD: minimum version unknown.
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OpenRCT2 does not officially work on Windows XP. At the time of writing (24 October 2020) it is still possible to
compile OpenRCT2 for Windows XP, but there is no guarantee. Support for other BSD operating systems should be
easy to add.

1.2 Installing OpenRCT2 on Windows
In order to play OpenRCT2, you need a copy of RollerCoaster Tycoon 2 to play. Whilst it is possible to play OpenRCT2 without music, sound and the official scenarios, tracks and objects. . . the base graphics are still required (known
as g1.dat). OpenRCT2 will work with any version and region of RollerCoaster Tycoon 2 including the original CD
game, the GOG edition and the Steam edition. If you have installed the game in the default location, OpenRCT2
should automatically detect it and read the required files directly. If however you have not installed the game in the
default location, you will be required to locate them when you start OpenRCT2 for the first time. You must select the
directory containing the subdirectories Data, ObjData, Scenarios and Tracks.

1.3 Installing OpenRCT2 on macOS
1.3.1 Installing OpenRCT2 itself
To install OpenRCT2 on macOS, go to https://openrct2.io/ and download either the latest release or a development
build. The builds are packages in a ZIP file. Extract it, then drag OpenRCT2.app to Applications.

1.3.2 Getting the RCT2 files (required)
In order to run, OpenRCT2 will need some files from RollerCoaster Tycoon 2. The best method will depend on your
situation:
From a Windows machine/copied install
If you have a Windows machine at hand, you can simply install it and then copy the RollerCoaster Tycoon 2
folder to your Mac. It does not matter where you place this folder, but keep a note where you put it, as OpenRCT2
will ask for this location when it starts for the first time.
From a GOG.com offline installer
You will need to use the offline installer for the game, the default GOG Galaxy installer will not work with this method.
On gog.com, open your library. Hover over the thumbnail of RCT2 and a button with an arrow will appear. Click it,
then select View Downloads. At the bottom of the pop-up there will be a section called “Download offline backup
game installers”. Click the line under that and the installer will be downloaded.
Then, get this utility called Extractor: https://macsourceports.com/utility/extractor . Use the to extract the contents of
the downloaded file somewhere you like. Keep a note of where you extracted it.
Once this is done, you can now start OpenRCT2. A file picker will open, direct to the directory where you extracted
that GOG installer (hint: this directory will contain the rct2.exe file) and OpenRCT2 should now work.
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Other methods
If you don’t have a Windows machine at hand, you can extract the files from a RollerCoaster Tycoon 2 installation disc or from Steam. You can read how to do this on this page: https://github.com/OpenRCT2/OpenRCT2/wiki/
Installation-on-Linux-and-macOS

1.3.3 Running OpenRCT2
Once you installed OpenRCT2 and copied the necessary RCT2, you can attempt to run it. Most likely, macOS will
not run the application, as it does not recognise it. You can whitelist the application by opening System Preferences,
navigating to “Security & Privacy” and clicking “Open Anyway”.

1.4 Installing OpenRCT2 on Linux/BSD
Note: this page is still under construction.

1.4.1 Installing OpenRCT2 itself
OpenRCT2 is in the repositories of several Linux distributions and the ports tree of several BSD flavours. Additionally,
there are AppImage and Flatpak builds that work on most Linux distributions. You can also compile the game yourself
if you desire.
Contents
• Installing OpenRCT2 on Linux/BSD
– Installing OpenRCT2 itself
* AppImage (generic Linux)
* Flatpak (generic Linux)
* Ubuntu, Linux Mint and derivatives
* Compiling yourself
– Getting the RCT2 files (required)
* Steam
* GOG.com
– Getting the RCT1 files (optional, but recommended)
* Steam

AppImage (generic Linux)
You can download the AppImage by going to our official website, https://openrct2.io, and clicking the Download
button.
After download, mark the file as executable. OpenRCT2 can now be run by double-clicking it. (Don’t run it just
yet—you need to install RCT2 first.)

1.4. Installing OpenRCT2 on Linux/BSD
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If you have a GOG.com version of RCT2 or RCT1, install innoextract. If you have a CD version of RCT2, install
unshield. Also make sure that you have Zenity or Kdialog installed. (Most Linux distributions have it preinstalled,
especially if you have GNOME or KDE installed.)
You can now proceed to Getting the RCT2 files (required).
Flatpak (generic Linux)
Go to https://flathub.org/apps/details/io.openrct2.OpenRCT2, click the Install button and follow the on-screen instructions.
If you have a GOG.com version of RCT2 or RCT1, install innoextract. If you have a CD version of RCT2, install
unshield. Also make sure that you have Zenity or Kdialog installed. (Most Linux distributions have it preinstalled,
especially if you have GNOME or KDE installed.)
You can now proceed to Getting the RCT2 files (required).
Ubuntu, Linux Mint and derivatives
We have provided a PPA for OpenRCT2. These instructions must be executed from a Terminal. You must first pick
between release and develop builds.
If you prefer release builds, use this: sudo add-apt-repository ppa:openrct2/nightly
If you prefer develop builds, use this: sudo add-apt-repository ppa:openrct2/nightly
Then, install OpenRCT2: sudo apt install openrct2
If you have a GOG.com version of RCT2 or RCT1, also install innoextract: sudo apt install
innoextract
If you have a CD version of RCT2, also install unshield: sudo apt install unshield
You can now proceed to Getting the RCT2 files (required).
Compiling yourself
Follow the instructions here: https://github.com/OpenRCT2/OpenRCT2/wiki/Building-OpenRCT2-on-Linux.

1.4.2 Getting the RCT2 files (required)
We tested several versions of RCT2 and they all work1 . If you do not yet own RCT2, we recommend that you buy it
on https://gog.com. This is because OpenRCT2 can automatically extract the files from the GOG versions, provided
the required innoextract program is installed. (This is bundled with the Flatpak build.)
Steam
Since RollerCoaster Tycoon 2 is a Windows game, you must first enable Steam Play if you haven’t done so already.
To do this, use the menus: Steam → Settings → Steam Play and tick the options Enable Steam Play for
supported titles and Enable Steam Play for all other titles.
With Steam Play enabled, the Install button should now be enabled. Click it. Once this is done, you can now start OpenRCT2. If asked to provide the location of the files, select I have already installed RollerCoaster
1 There are some font issues with the Russian edition. Since OpenRCT2 ships with its own translations and with an extensive font that also
contains all the required Russian characters, we strongly recommend installing the English edition of RCT2 even if you want to play in Russian.
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Tycoon 2. A directory browser will now open. Point it to /home/<username>/.local/share/Steam/
steamapps/common/Rollercoaster Tycoon 2.
GOG.com
You will need to use the offline installer for the game, the default GOG Galaxy installer will not work with this method.
On gog.com, open your library. Hover over the thumbnail of RCT2 and a button with an arrow will appear. Click it,
then select View Downloads. At the bottom of the pop-up there will be a section called “Download offline backup
game installers”. Click the line under that and the installer will be downloaded.
Once this is done, you can now start OpenRCT2. You will be asked to provide the location of your files. Select I have downloaded the offline GOG installer for RollerCoaster Tycoon 2, but
I haven’t installed it yet. A file picker will open, simply point it to the file you just downloaded and
OpenRCT2 should take care of the rest for you.

1.4.3 Getting the RCT1 files (optional, but recommended)
Extracting the RCT1 files works much the same way as those from RCT2.
Steam
Since RollerCoaster Tycoon 1 is a Windows game, you must first enable Steam Play if you haven’t done so already.
To do this, use the menus: Steam → Settings → Steam Play and tick the options Enable Steam Play for
supported titles and Enable Steam Play for all other titles.
With Steam Play enabled, the Install button should now be enabled. Click it. Once this is done, you can now link to it
from OpenRCT2. To do this, start OpenRCT2, click Options and navigate to the tab with the wrench. On the bottom
of that tab is a widget that you can click to set the directory. A directory browser will now open. Point it to /home/
<username>/.local/share/Steam/steamapps/common/RollerCoaster Tycoon Deluxe.

1.4. Installing OpenRCT2 on Linux/BSD
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CHAPTER

2

Setup

2.1 Options
The options menu can be accessed by clicking the options button in the top right of the screen on the main menu, or
by clicking the “Options” selection in the “Disk and game options” dropdown while playing in a park.

There are a number of options for OpenRCT2 that can be tuned to fit your preferences and needs. They are broken up
into a number of different sections.
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2.1.1 Display
There are a number of options dedicated to how the game runs on your screen.
• Screen mode
Can be one of three values:
– Windowed - the game will run inside a window with standard decorations like minimise and close buttons.
– Fullscreen - the game is allowed to take over the screen output, allowing the game to achieve better
performance than Fullscreen (borderless window). Switching to and from the window (such as through
Alt+Tab) will cause a short delay.
* When Fullscreen is selected, you can also select the Display Resolution the game should run at. The
options available depend on your monitor.
– Fullscreen (borderless window) - exactly like Windowed, but with no window decorations, allowing the
game to take up the entire screen space.
• Window scale factor
Determines the scale the game will be rendered at. At 1.00 scale factor, the game runs at its original scale
of 1 game pixel to 1 screen pixel. This setting is useful for larger resolutions, where this scale makes the UI
extremely small and otherwise unusable. At non-integer values, this enables the Scaling quality setting below.
• Drawing Engine
Can be one of three values:
– Software - the game uses a software renderer based on the CPU to render and draw the game.
– Software (hardware display) - the game uses a software renderer based on the CPU to render the game,
while it uses the hardware device to draw the rendered image to the screen.
– OpenGL (experimental) - the game uses OpenGL to render and draw the game.
Selecting a hardware renderer (Software (hardware display) or OpenGL) enables Scaling quality if the Window
scale factor is not an integer, Pause game when Steam overlay is open, and Use vertical sync.
– Scaling Quality
Requires a hardware renderer. Can be one of two values:
* Linear - Scaling is smooth, but blurry.
* Smooth Nearest Neighbour - Scaling is sharp but takes a bit more performance.
– Pause game when Steam overlay is open
Requires a hardware renderer. Enables the game to be paused when using the Steam overlay.
• Uncap FPS
When disabled, the framerate is capped at 40. When enabled, allows the framerate to run higher by generating
in-between frames for smoother gameplay.
• Show FPS
When enabled, shows a small number at the top of the screen of the current framerate.
• Use vertical sync
When enabled, attempts to synchronise frames with the monitor’s refresh rate, preventing screen tearing.
• Multithreading
Experimental option which, when enabled, uses multiple threads to render.
10
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Fig. 1: Linear

Fig. 2: Smooth Nearest Neighbour

2.1. Options
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• Minimise fullscreen on focus loss
When enabled, if the mouse cursor leaves the window in fullscreen mode, minimise the game to the taskbar.

2.1.2 Rendering
• Landscape Smoothing
Enables/disables landscape smoothing on grid edges.

• Gridlines on Landscape
Enables/disables gridlines on the landscape.

• Display text on banners in uppercase
If enabled, displays the text on banners (ride entrances, signs) in uppercase.

Fig. 3: Uppercase text

Fig. 4: Upper and lowercase text
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• Show guest purchases as animation
If enabled, shows when guests make a purchase as floating green text.

• Transparent background for giant screenshots
If enabled, giant screenshots will have a transparent background where the outside of the park would normally
be, instead of the dark void.
• Virtual floor style
Can be one of three values:
– Disabled - No virtual floor is shown when building scenery off ground level.
– Clear (Transparent) - An outline of the current building grid is shown beneath the scenery object being
placed.
– Glassy (Translucent) - An outline of the current building grid is shown beneath the scenery object being
placed, and the interior of the grid is a translucent colour.

2.1. Options
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• Cycle day / night
If enabled, the game will cycle between day and night cycles, causing the colour palette to change.
– Enable lighting effects
If enabled, light-producing items such as lamps will emit a glow during nighttime and rainstorms.
* Enable lighting effects on rides
If enabled, some rides will emit a glow during nighttime and rainstorms.
• Render weather effects
If enabled, rain and gloomy colours will be rendered during storms.
– Disable lightning effect
If enabled, the lightning effect during thunderstorms will not occur.

2.1.3 Culture and Units
• Language
Used to select the language OpenRCT2 uses.
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• Currency
Used to select the currency OpenRCT2 uses.
Selecting “Custom currency” will bring up a menu allowing you to specify a currency not built into OpenRCT2.

• Distance and Speed
Used to select the units for distances and speed. Can be one of three values:
– Imperial - ft (feet) and mph (miles per hour)
– Metric - m (metres) and km/h (kilometres per hour)
– SI - m (metres) and m/s (metres per second)
• Temperature
Used to select the units for temperature. Can be either Celsius or Fahrenheit.
• Height Labels
Used to select whether to show unit values (+1, -4, etc.) or real values (1.5m, -6m, etc.).

• Date Format

2.1. Options
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Used to select the date format. Can be one of four values:
– Day/Month/Year
– Month/Day/Year
– Year/Month/Day
– Year/Day/Month

2.1.4 Audio
• Audio Device Dropdown
The first dropdown on the Audio tab is a selector for the audio device that OpenRCT2 will use.
• Master volume
A slider used to adjust the volume of OpenRCT2.
• Sound effects
A slider used to adjust the volume of sound effects such as opening/closing menus, guest chatter, guest purchases, etc.
• Ride music
A slider used to adjust the volume of ride music.
• Disable audio on focus loss
Enables/disables muting of audio when OpenRCT2 is not the focused window.
• Title screen music
Selects the music that will be used at the main menu for OpenRCT2. Can be one of four values:
– None
– RollerCoaster Tycoon 1 - requires RCT1 data to work.
– RollerCoaster Tycoon 2 - requires RCT2 data to work.
– Random title music - randomly select any of the options above.

2.1.5 Controls and Interface
• Scroll view when pointer at screen edge
When enabled, the view of the park will scroll when the mouse cursor is near the edge of the screen.
• Trap mouse cursor in window
When enabled, the mouse cursor will stay locked inside the window.
• Invert right mouse dragging
When enabled, the behaviour when panning the view with the right mouse button will be flipped.
• Zoom to cursor position
When enabled, zooming will center on the cursor’s location instead of the middle of the screen.

16
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• Shortcut keys. . .
A button leading to the keyboard shortcuts menu. This window allows modification of the default keyboard
shortcuts, and also allows some other functions to have shortcuts assigned.
To assign a new keyboard shortcut, click the function, then press the key to assign the shortcut. This key can
also have modifiers (Shift, Ctrl, Alt).
• Current Theme
A dropdown allowing selection of the theme for the UI. Themes affect all colours of the windows in the game.
By default, there are two options, one which matches RCT1, and another which matches RCT2.
• Toolbar buttons
The toggles in this section affect the visibility of different buttons along the top toolbar.
– Finances - Shows/hides the finances window, where more detailed financial information can be found.
– Cheats - Shows/hides the cheats window.
– Research - Shows/hides the research window, where research priorities can be specified.
– Recent messages - Shows/hides the recent messages window, which contains all text from announcements
that appear at the bottom of the screen.
– Mute - When pressed, toggles the master audio for OpenRCT2.
– Chat - Shows/hides the chat window. Only available in multiplayer.

2.1.6 Miscellaneous
• Random title sequence
When enabled, a random title sequence will be chosen from the available options when viewing the main menu.
• Title sequence
A dropdown containing a list of all available title sequences, which play when viewing the main menu.
The Edit Title Sequences. . . button can be pressed to manage and edit different title sequences. See Creating a
title sequence for more information.
• Group scenario list
Can be one of two values:
– Difficulty Level - group scenario tabs by their difficulty level, then by their expansion.
– Source game - group scenario tabs by their expansion, then by difficulty. Also allows the Enable progressive unlocking toggle, which locks later scenarios from starting before completing earlier scenarios.
• Enable early scenario completion
When enabled, allows certain scenario objectives to be completed before their end date.
• Show ‘real’ names of guests
When enabled, shows the guest’s name instead of the guest number.
• Automatically place staff
When enabled, staff will automatically be placed above a random path, instead of having to be placed manually.
• Automatically open shops and stalls
When enabled, shops and stalls being built will start open instead of closed.

2.1. Options
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• Default inspection interval
A dropdown which sets the default inspection time of newly built rides.

2.1.7 Advanced
• Enable debugging tools
When enabled, shows a number of features useful for debugging the game.
• Allow loading files with incorrect checksums
When enabled, allows corrupt save files to be loaded to the best of OpenRCT2’s ability.
• Export custom objects with saved games
When enabled, saved games will include the custom objects used inside of the map.
• Stay connected after desynchronisation (Multiplayer)
When enabled, the game will continue running after a desynchronisation. Both parks will still run, but they may
diverge and behave differently in the future.
• Always use system file browser
When enabled, OpenRCT2 will use the system’s default file browser instead of the built-in file browser.
• Autosave frequency
Sets how often OpenRCT2 will autosave.
Can be one of six values:
– Every minute
– Every 5 minutes
– Every 15 minutes
– Every 30 minutes
– Every hour
– Never
• Autosave amount
Sets the number of autosaves OpenRCT2 will keep before deleting the oldest autosave.
• Path to RCT1 installation
Sets the location of the RCT1 installation on the computer.

18
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CHAPTER

3

Playing

3.1 Getting Started
OpenRCT2 features a number of challenges known as scenarios. Scenarios feature pre-created parks designed to
challenge your management skills. Certain parts of the game are constrained, like the land you are allowed to build
on, the amount of money you have, or even how high above the ground you are allowed to build!
In addition to constraints in the scenario itself, each scenario has an objective that must be fulfilled. The first objectives
are mostly to build parks with a certain rating and number of guests by a certain time period. As you unlock more
scenarios, different kinds of objectives become available.
If you are interested in designing your dream park with no constraints or objectives, there are ways to emulate a
“sandbox mode” by using the built-in cheats of OpenRCT2.

3.1.1 Starting a Scenario
To start a new scenario, click on the “Start a new game” button.

This will bring up a menu with many different scenarios to choose from. By hovering over the names of the parks,
you can see a brief description of the scenario along with its objective.
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Clicking on the title will start the scenario, which will load the park and start the game.

3.2 Main interface
When you open a new game (or load a saved game), you will be presented with the following interface:

20
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The above screenshot contains four parts:
1. The top toolbar. This has options for pausing, loading and saving your game; modifying views; adding new
things to your park and managing it.
2. The bottom toolbar. This consists of the two green blocks in either bottom corner, as well as the news bar,
which will appear between them if a news message arrives.
3. The park window. This window will open automatically if you start a new game. The window shows some
statistics, allows changing the admission price and shows your objective.
4. The viewport. This consists of everything not covered by a toolbar or a window and provides a view on your
actual park.

3.2.1 The top toolbar

The top toolbar is divided into four groups.
The first group consists of:
1. The pause button. Click it to pause the game. Click it again to unpause. When your game is paused, you won’t
be able to build.

3.2. Main interface
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2. The fast forward button. This speeds up the time (up to 8×). This can be useful if you need to wait for an event
to happen (like earning money or invention of a ride).
3. The disk options button. This allows you to start a new game, load or save, take a screenshot, modify options
or quit the game.
The second group consists of view options:
1. The zoom out button. This allows you to get a better view of your park, at the cost of some detail.
2. The zoom in button This allows you to take a closer look.
3. The rotate view button. The will rotate the view by 90 degrees.
4. The view options button. Allows you to hide elements from the map and look underground.
5. The map button. Will open the Map window, which shows an overview of your park.
The third group consists of build options:
1. The clear scenery button. This allows you to clear large spaces easily. (It can optionally also clear paths.)
2. The land button. Allows you to change land types and change elevation.
3. The water button. Allows you to change water levels.
4. The scenery button. Allows you to place scenery, which makes your park more beautiful.
5. The footpaths button. Allows you to place footpaths and queue lines.
6. The new rides button. Opens up a window that allows you to build new rides in your park.
The fourth group consists of management options:
1. The finances button. This gives you insight into your finances and allows you to take out loans and marketing
campaigns.
2. The research and development button. This gives you access to research and development settings, including
funding, priorities, and checking status of the current invention.
3. The rides list button. Shows a list of rides, shops and stalls, and facilities.
4. The park window button. This opens up the park window (note that it is already open in the screenshot at the
top of this page).
5. The staff button. Allows you to hire and sack staff, check their status and assign them to specific areas.
6. The guest list button. This shows all your guests. You can use this to see what your guests want or need to
improve their visit (and thus increase your park rating).
Besides these, there are also some additional buttons that are not shown by default, but which can be enabled in the
Options window.

3.3 Finances
Most (but not all) scenarios in OpenRCT2 require you to manage money. This manifests itself in multiple ways:
• You have to make sure you don’t run out of money.
• Most scenarios either allow asking a park entry fee or a fee per ride, but not both.
• Some scenarios also have objectives that involve money, like achieving a certain park value or selling a certain
amount in your shops.
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3.3.1 Income and expenses types
In OpenRCT2, income and expenses are divided into 14 groups:
• Ride construction: Costs incurred when building or extending rides. This includes shops and stalls.
• Ride running costs: Tracked rides have variable running costs (based on how large and extravagant they are),
while flat rides and shops have fixed running costs (not counting shop stock).
• Land purchase: Some scenarios allow you to buy additional land or construction rights. While the cost per
square might look low, keep in mind that you often need to buy quite a few squares to fit new rides.
• Landscaping: This includes raising/lowering land and placing scenery. Raising and lowering land can cost a
lot of money.
• Park entrance tickets: Self-explanatory.
• Ride tickets: Self-explanatory.
• Shop sales: Shops are cheap to build, but provide some additional income, as well as keeping your guests happy.
Includes on-ride photo sales.
• Shop stock: Self-explanatory.
• Food/drink sales:: See “Shop sales”.
• Food/drink stock: Self-explanatory.
• Staff wages: These are paid every week. You can see how high the wages for every staff member are in the
Staff window.
• Marketing: Marketing brings extra guests to your park. This costs money, but successful campaigns pay for
themselves.
• Research: Researching new rides and scenery costs money, but you can set the amount of funding in the
Research window.
• Loan interest: Paid every week.

3.3.2 Managing finances
You can open the Finances window in three ways:
• By clicking the amount of money you have:

• By clicking the button in the toolbar, if you have it enabled:

• By pressing the hotkey (defaults to F).
The window will now open. There are six tabs:
• Financial Summary: provides an income/expenditure table, lists current loan, park value and company value
and allow setting your loan.
• Financial Graph: shows your cash (minus loan) over time.
• Park Value Graph: shows your park value over time.
• Profit Graph: shows your weekly profit over time.
• Marketing: allows you to start new marketing campaigns, and lists which ones are currently running.

3.3. Finances
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• Research Funding: allows you to set how much money to spend on R&D every month, as well as which areas
should have priority.

3.4 Footpaths
Footpaths allow guests and staff to walk between your park entrance, rides and shops. They can also be used as decor
for your park as footpaths come in different styles and colours.
There are two types of footpath:
• Footpaths - used as a means of navigation.
• Queues - used to allow guests to form queue lines for rides.

3.4.1 Placing Footpaths
Open the footpath window by pressing toolbar button below or the default keyboard shortcut F4.

The bottom left toggle button will enable the place footpath tool. After enabling this, you can click any suitable map
tile within the park to place footpath at. You can also drag the cursor along the map to place a strip of footpath.
Footpaths will automatically connect together to form junctions or wide paths.

You can construct bridges by left clicking the bridge button and then navigating the footpath marker in the desired
direction using the direction and slope toggle buttons.

3.5 Shops & Stalls
Some of the simplest buildings in the game are the many shops & stalls available to be built. Many of these shops sell
one or two small items: a meal, a drink, or some souvenir of your park. While very cheap to build, they don’t turn too
large a profit. Managing the different aspects of shops & stalls is necessary to keep your guests satisfied and can help
to get some supplemental cash flowing. In some cases, managing them is actually the objective of the scenario!

3.5.1 General Information
Pretty much all shops & stalls follow the same basic principles - they cost some flat amount hourly, and sell one or
two items. The price of the items can be set using the plus and minus keys next to the input box, or by clicking on the
box itself and setting a new value. Balancing the price between selling lots of cheap items versus a handful of pricey
items is key!
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For convenience, you can tick the “Same price throughout park” checkbox to make items match prices across all stalls.
This will toggle the box for all shops & stalls at the same time.

3.5.2 Types of Shops & Stalls
Shops & stalls fall into a handful of categories. These categories are:
• Food and Drink
• Souvenir
• Utility
Food and Drink
Many stalls will sell food or drinks. These stalls are used to satisfy the hunger and thirst of your guests. Some stalls,
such as the Coffee Shop, can also increase a guest’s energy.
Guests will also prefer certain drinks depending on the climate of the park. In hot and dry deserts, guests will want to
drink lemonades and eat ice cream, while in cold weather they will prefer hot chocolate.

3.5. Shops & Stalls
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Souvenir
Some stalls sell souvenir items to your guests. These items can make guests happier while also making a profit.
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Utility
The last group of stalls have some specific functional purpose in your park. There are only a handful of shops & stalls
in this category.
• Information Kiosk - This stall sells park maps and umbrellas, as well as being the only stall to connect on all
sides. Park maps help keep guests from feeling lost, while umbrellas keep peeps from getting negative thoughts
in the rain. Guests are very eager to buy umbrellas when it starts raining, so prices can be set high to earn a large
profit!
• First Aid Room - This stall is special in that it cannot charge a fee for usage. This stall treats guests feeling
sick by reducing their nausea. By building a First Aid Room near the exits of your more nauseous rides, you
can keep your footpaths clean of vomit.
• Cash Machine - This stall allows your guests to withdraw money so that they can continue to spend money in
your park. As your park gets bigger with more rides, your guests may start to run out of money before they
actually want to leave. A cash machine can keep them in the park, spending more money.
• Toilets - Toilets allow your guests to relieve themselves, lowering their ‘toilet’ stat. Remember you can choose
to charge guests for the toilet.

Fig. 1: Guests using umbrellas and checking maps near two Information Kiosks

3.5. Shops & Stalls
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Fig. 2: A sick guest having their nausea treated at a First Aid Room

3.6 Landscaping
The landscaping tools provided in OpenRCT2 enable you to create a wide variety of landscapes, ranging from rolling
hills to jagged mountainsides.
In addition, certain scenarios allow you to purchase addition land for building and development.

3.6.1 Adjusting Terrain
The terrain tool can be opened by clicking the toolbar button below or the default keyboard shortcut F1.

The terrain tool is in charge of manipulating the park’s terrain, in both the 3D slopes and texture.
To use the tool, hover the cursor over the tiles that you want to manipulate. Then, click and drag up or down to raise
or lower the terrain.

Other than just raising and lowering terrain, there are a couple of modifications that can be made.
The top left button enables/disables the mountain tool. Instead of creating sheer cliffs and holes, the mountain tool
tries to create hills and valleys by placing sloped ramps wherever it would create an edge.

To adjust the size of the tool’s area of effect, use the -/+ buttons, or click in the middle of the grid icon to specify a
number.

To change the texture of the terrain, click and hold on the lower left button to select a land type, and do the same for
the lower right button to select a vertical face type.
When the button is pressed, using the landscaping tool will change the selected tiles to match the selected textures.

If you only want to change the texture of the terrain, you can toggle the paint tool by selecting the paintbrush in the
top right of the menu. This turns the cursor into a paintbrush that can be moved over tiles while holding the mouse
button, painting tiles underneath with the selected land and face textures.

When the tool only affects one tile, the tool is able to manipulate the individual corners of a tile.

3.6.2 Adjusting Water
The water tool can be opened by clicking the toolbar button below or the default keyboard shortcut F2.
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To manipulate water features, use the water tool. This tool allows you to add water to any tile. It is extremely similar
to the terrain tool. Click and drag up or down to raise or lower the water in the affected tiles.
To change the size of the tool’s area of effect, use the -/+ buttons, or click in the middle of the grid icon to specify a
number.

The water tool will typically follow the curves of the landscape it is on, though if raised up above the terrain’s height,
will create its own retaining walls based on the terrain below it.

3.6.3 Purchasing Land
In some scenarios, you have the ability to purchase land to expand your park’s usable area. To see what land is
available for purchase, click the park information button, then click on the land and construction rights button.

Land for sale comes in two different options - land for sale, and construction rights for sale.
Land for sale means that, when purchased, the land becomes a part of your park, and can be modified in any way raise/lower, change terrain, build on top of it, etc.
Construction rights for sale means that, when purchased, the land can be built over or under, but otherwise cannot be
modified or built directly on top of.
To view a park’s available land for purchase, click the land and construction rights button. This opens the land rights
menu. From here, you can toggle which type of available land you want to see. The left button toggles land for
purchase, while the right toggles constructions rights for purchase.

While this menu is open, land that your park already owns will show with a solid purple outline, while construction
rights your park already owns will show up with a dotted purple line.

To actually purchase the land, hover over a map tile that can be purchased and click. Just like the terrain tool, the size
of land purchased can be adjusted using the -/+ buttons, or by clicking on the grid icon. Note that the price of the land
being purchased is shown at the bottom of the land rights menu.

3.6. Landscaping
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3.7 Staff
Every park needs several staff members to keep the guests happy and the rides working. To accomplish these goals,
OpenRCT2 has four types of staff:
• Handymen - these clean up litter, water gardens and optionally mow the grass.
• Mechanics - these fix and check your rides.
• Security guards - these keep vandals at bay.
• Entertainment - these keep your guests entertained and happy, especially in long queue lines.

3.7.1 Using staff
Open the staff window by pressing the toolbar button below or the default keyboard shortcut S.

This will open the staff window:

Every staff member mentioned in the preceding section has its own tab. Every tab contains a button to hire extra staff
members and contains a list of existing members. To open a window for a particular staff members, simply click their
name in the list.
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This will open a window which you can use to move, rename and fire that staff member, as well as setting an area
in which the staff member should operate. Setting one can prevent staff members from bunching up in one area and
neglecting others. Handymen, mechanics and entertainers also have a second tab which controls the activities the staff
member should carry out (for handymen and mechanics) and which costume to wear (for entertainers).
Every staff member has a salary, which differs per staff type. The amount of it is also displayed on every tab. You will
need to find a balance between hiring enough staff members in order to keep your park running smoothly, and keeping
the costs down.

3.8 Multiplayer
Multiplayer is a new game mode introduced in OpenRCT2 that allows two or more players to cooperatively play and
build on the same park. Similar to games like OpenTTD and MineCraft, a server can be setup which runs a game
allowing players to connect to it. When a player joins a server, the park will be downloaded to the client allowing them
to play it.
The multiplayer window can be accessed from the main menu screen via the Multiplayer button at the bottom of the
screen.

3.8.1 Connecting to a server
When you open the multiplayer window you will see a list of public servers and servers you have saved. Type your
name or alias into the player name field - this is the name that will be shown to other players in multiplayer games.
To connect to a server, click and hold the server you would like to join and then click “Join server” from the popup
menu. If the server is password protected you will need to enter in the correct password to join. The park will then be
downloaded to your client, this make take a few seconds to a few minutes depending on the speed of the connection
from the server to your client and the size of the park.
If you want to join a server that is not advertised on the public server list, you must click the “New server” button and
enter the hostname or IP address (and optionally a port if the server is not using the default OpenRCT2 port, 11753).
Upon doing this, the server will be saved to your server list so you do not have to type the address in every time you
want to join it.

3.8.2 Starting a server
If you want to start a server for your friends to join, you can start a new server from within the game and then
immediately play on it. This can be done by clicking “Start Server” and loading a saved game. If you do not want
your server to be listed on the public server you must make sure you have the “Advertise” option unchecked.
If you are setting up a public server or are not on the same local area network as your friends - you must make sure that
your server can be accessed from outside your local area network. If you are behind a router with Network Address
Translation (NAT) enabled (very likely), you must configure your router to forward TCP connections on your chosen
port (default is 11753) to your computer. Configuring your router will vary between router brands and will not be
covered in this documentation.

3.8.3 Starting a server (Advanced)
OpenRCT2 supports headless mode, useful for dedicated servers. You can enable headless mode by running:
openrct2 host <saved game path> --headless
Additional arguments can be used to change the behaviour of the server.

3.8. Multiplayer
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Argument
--console
--headless
--help
--port
--user-data-path
--verbose

Variable
N/A
N/A
N/A
Port Number
Path to config.ini folder
N/A

Description
Keeps the console window open (only on Windows)
Runs OpenRCT2 without graphical interface
Prints out help for CLI
Changes the server port number
Changes the server configuration data path
Output additional information to the console

Example
(Windows):
"C:\MyOpenRCTInstall\openrct2.exe" host
"C:\MyServerSaves\MyServer.sv6" --port 11753 --headless --console --verbose
--user-data-path "E:\MyServerConfig"
Additional server information can be changed in the config.ini file. In Windows, by default, this is located under
"%userprofile%/Documents/OpenRCT2/"
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CHAPTER

4

Advanced features

4.1 Creating a title sequence
One of OpenRCT2’s unique new features is the ability to make your own title sequences. These are made in the title
sequence editor, which uses a series of simple commands to dictate where the camera goes and how long it stays in
one location.

4.1.1 Starting the title sequence editor
The title sequence editor can be loaded at any point in the game from the options menu. The editor is located in the
tab with the spiral slide. (1). To create a new title sequence, click “Edit Title Sequences” (2) and click Create (3.) A
window will appear asking for a name. Enter the name and click OK (4).
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4.1.2 Loading a park
Once your title sequence is created and named, you’ll still need to add it to the sequence. Go to the floppy disk tab (1)
and click Add (2). A window will pop up with all your parks listed, much like the regular load save window. Click
the park you want and it will appear in the list of parks in the title sequence. (3) You can add multiple parks to a title
sequence, but for simplicity’s sake, we’ll just be using this one.

From there, go to the last tab in the title sequence page, the command editor (1). Click Insert (2) and select “Load
Save” from the command drop-down list. The park(s) you added in the floppy disk tab will appear in the “Save to
load” drop-down window. Since we’re only using one park, it will be the only park that appears in the list. Select your
park and click OK (3). The command to load the park will appear in the title sequence editor.

4.1.3 Location
Before we do anything else, it’s a good idea to go back to the floppy disk tab and load the park you’re using by clicking
on it and then clicking Load. This will load the park and allow you to freely navigate.
One of the two most important commands in a title sequence is Location. This command uses a pair of coordinates to
tell the camera where to be. Click Insert again (1) and select Location from the drop-down Command list (2). If you
position the camera on where to start before inserting the command, your location will automatically appear in the
coordinates. However, should you want to change the location after inserting the command, move the camera where
you want it to be and click Get (3). This will change the coordinates to your current location. Once you’re satisfied
with your coordinates, click OK (4).
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Something worth noting is the location command can be finicky and not be exactly where you want it to be. If this is
the case, select the location command once it’s in the list and click Edit. From there, you can tweak the coordinates
until you’re satisfied. It might be helpful to shrink the OpenRCT2 window to the smallest possible size (the resolution
you see in this screenshot) when selecting my coordinates so that you can centre them more easily.

4.1.4 Wait
The second of the two essential commands is Wait. This command tells how long the camera stays in a certain
location. The default time is 10,000 milliseconds, which translates to 10 seconds. While it may be tough to get used to
milliseconds (removing the last three zeroes is an easy way to convert from milliseconds to seconds), this allows for
more precise timing in title sequences.
The wait command is inserted in the same way as the location command, with the only variable value being the length
of the wait. However, the wait command needs to come after location or any similar commands, as placing it above
them will render them useless.

4.1. Creating a title sequence
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4.1.5 Playing and Zoom
Now that we’ve added a sequence of commands to our title sequence, it’s a good idea to preview your title sequence to
make sure it looks good. To preview the title sequence, click the play button which is being pressed in the screenshot.
When we play our sequence, we notice the screen is zoomed out a bit! This isn’t what we want, so we’ll need to add
a zoom command.

Click Insert again and change the command to Zoom. Zoom in to the desired level (location doesn’t matter) and press
Get (1). Press OK once you’re satisfied with your zoom level (2).

Title sequences can get long, and playing the whole thing just to check one part is very tedious. This is where Skip To
comes in. While playing a title sequence, clicking a command in the title sequence editor and then clicking Skip To
will skip to the selected command. It’s very useful for longer title sequences.

4.1.6 Rotate
The ride pictured below would make a great focal point for our title sequence, but we need to rotate the camera to see
it properly. This means that along with the location and wait commands, we’ll need a rotate command as well. One
anticlockwise rotation is equal to one click of the rotate button in regular gameplay. Since the angle we want requires
two presses of the rotate button, we’ll need to enter a value of 2 into the anticlockwise rotations. Remember to put the
wait command after the location and rotate commands!
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4.1.7 Follow Sprite
After our first two shots, we have a nice view of Ozymandias’ Revenge curving around this fountain. We could keep
the camera here and watch it run its course, but it would pick up the pace if we followed it to the station.
As usual, insert a new command and change the command to Follow Sprite (1). Click Select Sprite (2) and click the
sprite you want to follow. In this case, we’ll be following Ozymandias’ Revenge, so we’ll click on the first car of the
train. (You can select the other cars of the train as well.) The window under the Select Sprite button should change
based on what you selected. Click OK after you’re satisfied with the sprite you want to click (4). It’s worth noting
this doesn’t require a location command since our location is focused on the coaster, although you could use a rotate
command if you want to change the angle.

4.1. Creating a title sequence
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Follow Sprite isn’t just limited to tracked rides. You can also follow guests and staff! Additionally, following a flat
ride centres the camera on the ride without the use of a location command.

4.1.8 Other commands
There are many more commands you can use in a title sequence. Load Scenario is self-explanatory; it loads a scenario
from the scenario selection screen instead of a save game. You can use multiple load save/scenario commands in a
title sequence if you want to feature multiple parks. Just place one after a wait command and continue the process as
normal.
Speed is an easy command to use. Just place one alongside a location command and change the speed to your desired
setting. The speed settings are the same as the ones in game; normal, quick, fast, and turbo. However, hyper speed is
unavailable for use in title sequences. A title sequence should end with a Restart command.

4.1.9 Conclusion
A good idea is to open the default title sequences in the title sequence editor and analyze them. Observe where they
choose to focus and how long they stay there. The first shot of RCT1’s title sequence has become iconic not just
among the RCT community, but among many gamers as a symbol of PC nostalgia.
Even when you master the commands of the title sequence editor, you can still go further. Tell stories with your title
sequences. Take viewers on a tour of your favourite park. Have a title solely focused on following your favourite
roller coaster or a train that goes around the park. You could even make a stop motion animation using quick wait
commands! The title sequence editor has limitless potential, and it’s up to you to determine what you do with it.
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